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We characterize adjacency of edge covers on the edge cover polytope of a graph 
G = (V. E), and derive that the diameter of the edge cover polytope is equal to 
(E( -p(G), where p(G) is the minimum size of an edge cover. I(’ 1991 Academic 
Press. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph without isolated vertices. A subset 
FL E is called an edge cover of G, if every vertex of G is covered by at least 
one edge in F. The edge cover polytope of G is the convex hull (in R”) of 
the incidence vectors of the edge covers. Two edge covers are called 
adjacent if the corresponding incidence vectors are adjacent vertices of the 
edge cover polytope. The diameter of a polytope is the maximum distance 
between vertices of the polytope, where the distance between vertices U, v 
of a polytope, denoted by dist(u, u), is the minimum number of edges of the 
polytope that one must pass by on a walk on the polytope from one vertex 
to another along the edges. As usual, p(G) denotes the edge cover number, 
i.e., the minimum size of an edge cover of G. 
In this paper we characterize adjacency of edge covers, and with the help 
of this characterization we prove that the diameter of the edge cover 
polytope equals /El - p(G). 
Remark. A well-known result of Edmonds and Johnson [l] (which 
however we do not need in our proofs) implies that the edge cover 
polytope is described by the following set of linear inequalities in variable 
x = (x, 1 e E E) E R”: 
o<x,< 1, eeE 
(1) 
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Determining the diameter of the edge cover polytope turns out to be 
more difficult than determining the diameter of the matching polytope. For 
the matching polytope the characterization of adjacency, and the deter- 
mination of the diameter is rather easy: Two matchings M, and M2 have 
adjacent incidence vectors if and only if the symmetric difference M, A MZ 
is connected. The diameter of the matching poiytope is equal to the 
cardinality of a maximum matching. The general case of ( l-capacitated) 
b-matchings is dealt with in Hurkens [2]. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let F, and F, denote distinct edge covers of G = (V, E). We define a sub- 
set S of F, A F2 to be exchangeable, if both F, A S and F, A S are edge 
covers of G; e.g., @ and F, A F2 are exchangeable. In order to prove our 
first theorem below and to understand its consequences, we need to know 
better what a “minimal” nonempty exchangeable subset looks like. We 
define a switch-way T (with respect to F, and F2 ) to be a sequence of ver- 
tices and edges (u,, e,, or, . . . . ek, ok) (with k> l), where ei= {uiP ,, II;} EE, 
for i= 1, . . . . k, such that 
(i) e,, . . . . e,EF, A F2; 
(ii) e, # e;, for i#j; 
(iii) ({e,,ei+,}nF,/=l, i=l,,.., k-l. 
(2) 
We say that such a T has length k, and that r0 and vk are the endpoints of 
T, while {ur, IA, . . . . ukPl} is called the interior of T. T is simple, if we have 
[(u,=u,)*(i=jor (i,j} = (0, kf)]. Define V,:= {UE Vldeg.,,,,(u)=Oj, 
and let ( VO) denote the subgraph induced by Vo. 
Notice, that the edge-set of a switch-way T is exchangeable, if T has at 
least one of the following properties: 
(IX) the endpoints of T are in V\ V0 ; 
(/I) the endpoints of T coincide and T has even length; 
(y) one endpoint of T is in V\ V,, (3) 
while the other is in the interior of T; 
(6) both endpoints are in the interior of T. 
To see this one should realize that exchanging edges along an alternating 
path causes no problems for vertices on the interior of this path. One only 
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has to see to it that the endpoints remain covered. By definition of V,, an 
endpoint u in V\ V, has the property that deg., n,(v) 3 1. 
A switch-way satisfying (3) which has an edge-set that is inclusion-wise 
minimal with respect to all edge-sets of switch-ways satisfying (3) is called 
independent. Notice that an independent switch-way has all its interior 
vertices in V,, has no repeating vertices (with a possible exception for the 
endpoints), and is of one of the following forms: 
(a) a simple path with endpoints in V\ V,; 
(8) a simple even circuit in ( V,,); 
(y) a simple odd circuit in (V,) 
connected to Y\P’, by a simple path; 
(4) 
(6) two simple odd circuits in ( V,), and a simple path 
(possibly with length 0) connecting them. 
A switch-way T that is not exchangeable must have at least one endpoint, 
u say, such that u is in V,, and u is not in the interior of T. We claim 
T can be extended with an edge incident with v, 
thus yielding a larger switch-way. 
(5) 
Proof of Claim (5). Assume that o= vk, and that ek E F,. Then it 
follows that deg,,.,(u)=deg~,(o)-deg.,,,(u)=deg,,(v)b 1. 1 
This observation leads to the following 
LEMMA 1. If F, and F2 are distinct edge covers, then F, A Fz contains a 
subset of edges that forms an independent switch-way. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Take an edge e E F, LI F,, and define 
T, : = (u,, e, v,), where v0 and u, are the ends of e. By (5) we can now find 
a series of switch-ways T, , . . . . T, with the properties that: 
(i) T, is not exchangeable for i < k; 
(ii) T, is an extension of T, _, for i = 2, . . . . k, in the sense of (5); 
(iii) T, is exchangeable, and satisfies (3). 
As Tk satisfies (3), it contains an independent switch-way. 1 
Let xF denote the incidence vector of an edge cover F. We use the 
following well-known characterization of adjacency: 
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(F,, F, are adjacent edge covers) o 
K 
$(xF,+xFJ=C (2,x,), Jb.20, c (J-F)=1 
> 
=%.,=&=$ 
1 
, (6) 
F F 
where F ranges over all edge covers. 
CHARACTERIZATION OF ADJACENCY OF EDGE COVERS 
THEOREM 1. Let F, and F2 he distinct edge covers of G = (V, E). Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) ‘F, and F2 are adjacent; 
(ii) @ and F, A F2 are the only exchangeabIe subsets of F, A F2; 
(iii) F, A F, forms an independent switch-way. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (i)* (ii). S p u pose F, and F2 are adjacent, and 
let S c F1 n F, be exchangeable. Then F; : = F, ~3 S and F; : = F2 AS are 
edge covers, such that i. (xF, + xF2) = 4. (xF; + x,:). With (6) it follows that 
(F,, F,} = {F’, , F;) and therefore we conclude that S = fa or S = F, A F,. 
(ii) =z= (iii). Suppose that 0 and F, n F2 are the only exchangeable 
subsets of F1 n F2. By Lemma 1 we know that there is an independent 
switch-way T contained in F, a F2. It follows that F, A F, is the edge-set 
of T. 
(iii)*(i). If F, a F2 forms an independent switch-way, then it has 
one of the forms mentioned in (4). It is easily verified that the right hand 
side of (6) holds in each of the cases (4)(a), (p), (y), and (6). We may 
therefore conclude that F, and F2 are adjacent. As an example we show 
how to treat case (4)(y). 
Let q,, e, , . . . . e,, u,, e,, , , v, + 1, . . . . e,, 2k + , , v, + 2k + , = v, denote a switch- 
way of type (4)(y), with USE V\ V,, V,E VO, for i2 1, and all vertices dis- 
tinct, except for v, + Zk + , = v,. Assume that eiE F,, if i is odd, and ejE F,, 
if i is even. Writing x : E + { 0, 1 } as a row vector we may order E such that 
x can be decomposed as 
x= [xl E\(F,uF1) 1 &,nF: I x(elh x(eA -., de,) I de,, ,J, . . . . x(e,+Zk+ I )I. 
Solving 4’ (XF,+XF2)= [o, . . . . 0 1 1, . . . . 1 1 4, . . . . $ 1 4, . . . . 11 = xF (AFXF), AF3 0, 
& (2,) = 1 we have to take into consideration only those F, for which 
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xF has an all-zero first component, an all-one second component, as 
third component . . . . 0, 1, 0, 1 or . . . . 1, 0, 1, 0, and as fourth component 
1, 0, 1, . . . . 0, 1 or 0, 1, 0, . . . . 1,O. This follows from the observation that each 
of the vertices vl, . . . . u,- , , v,, r, . . . . v,, Zk is covered exactly once by F,, 
for i = 1, 2. Clearly, the combination with x(e,) = X(e,+ ,) = 0 does not 
yield an edge cover, as it does not cover v,. So finally we have to 
solve (xI;] + ~~$2 = axF, + fixFZ + y[O, . . . . 0 ) 1, . . . . 1 I . . . . 0, 1 I 1, 0, . . . . 11, with 
u,/?,y3Oandcr+p+r=l. This hasonesolution, viz. a=@=;, “J=O. 1 
BOUNDS ON DISTANCES BETWEEN EDGE COVERS 
THEOREM 2. Let F, and F2 be distinct edge covers of G. Then there exists 
an edge cover F, of G, such that F, n Fz E F, c PI and dist(F,, F2) < 
IF, u Fzl - lF,I. 
Here dist(F,, F,) denotes the distance on the edge cover polytope 
between the vertices corresponding to F, and Fz. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We give a proof of Theorem 2 by induction on 
IF, A F,l. 
If JF, n F,I = 1, then it is clear that F, and Fz are adjacent, and that the 
edge cover F * := F,nF, satisfies dist(F,, F,)=l <lFluFzI -IFJ. So we 
may assume that 1 F, A F21 > 1. 
Suppose there is an edge eE F,\F,, such that F,\ {e) is an edge cover 
of G. Then define F’, : = F,\ {e}, and apply the induction hypothesis to F’, 
and F,, for which we know that IF’, n Fll = IF, n F?;;I - 1. We find that 
dist(F;, F,)6 IF; u Fz( - IF’,/, for some edge cover F; with F; n F2~ 
F;cF;. Taking F, := F’,, we are done with the proof, since then 
F, n F, g F’, n Fz E F, E F; c F, and we have dist(F,, Fl) < dist(F,, F; ) + 
dist(F;, Fz)d 1 + IF; u Fl/ - JF;l = IF, u Fzl - IF*l. 
Hence we may assume that, from now on, 
For no edge e E F, \F2, the set F, \ (e} is an edge cover of G. (7) 
We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. F, and F2 are adjacent. We can take F, := F,, so that clearly 
dist(F,, Fz)=l dlFluF2(-IF,I =IF,uF21--IF,\, where the inequality 
follows from (7) (if F, u F2 = F, , then F2 E I;,, whence F2 = F, by (7)). 
Case 2. F, and Fz are not adjacent. As a consequence of Lemma 1 and 
Theorem 1, F, n Fz contains an independent switch-way Sf F, A F?. 
Define F’, :=F, n S, and apply the induction hypothesis both to F,, F; 
(for which we know IF, a F;I = /.SI < IF, n r’,l) and to F’,, Fz (for which 
we know IF; A F2/ = IF, A F21 - ISI <IF, A F?l). 
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First, we find that there exists an edge cover F;, such that F, n F2 c 
F,nF;cF;sF,, and dist(F,,F;)bIF,uF;I-lF’,I=IF,J+IF,nSJ- 
IF:I. From assumption (7) it follows that F: = F, , and therefore 
dist(F,, F’,)< IF,nSl. 
Second, we have dist(F’,, F,)d /F;uF,I - lF:l = IF, uFzl - IF,nSl - 
IF:/. Here F’; is an edge cover, such that (F, n I;;) u (F2 n S)= F’, n F2 c 
Fz s F; = (F, n 5’) u F,\(F, n S). Since S satisfies (3), we have that F, n S 
and F2 n S cover the same subset of vertices of V0 (where again V0 : = 
IUE VI degF,,F2 (u) = O}). Therefore we know that also F, : = F’;, LI S = 
(F; u (F, n S))\(F, n S) is an edge cover of G, with F, n F, c F, z F,, 
and IF.+ = lFal-IFznSI+IF,nSI. So dist(F;,F,) d IF,uF,I-- 
(F,nSI-IF~I=IF,uF21-IFznSI-IF,I. 
Combining the two results we find that dist(F,, F2) ddist(F,, F’,) + 
dist(F;,FZ)~IFznSI+IF,uF,I-IF,nSI-IF,I=IF,uF~l-IF*I. I 
THEOREM 3. The diameter of the edge cover polytope qf G equals 
IEl -p(G), where p(G) is the minimum size of an edge cover of G. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let A(G) denote the diameter of the edge cover 
polytope of G. A corollary of Theorem 1 is that if F, and Fz are adjacent 
edge covers, then I JF,I - IF21 I d 1, since F, fI F2 is a switch-way. As (El 
is the size of an (largest) edge cover of G, and p(G) is the size of some mini- 
mum edge cover, say F, it is clear that A(G) > dist(E, F) 2 1 El - I FI = 
IEI -P(G). 
To show that A(G) 6 IEl -p(G), let F,, Fz be distinct edge covers of G. 
We know, by Theorem 2, that there is an edge cover F, of G, such that 
F,nF,EF,rF,,anddist(F,,F,)~IF,uF,I-IF,I.SinceIF,I~p(G)we 
have IF, u F,I - IF,( < IEl -p(G), which concludes the proof. 1 
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